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Bourque and Newman presented an extensive paper analyzing the sepa-
rate effects of deflection angle and. offset distance on the reattachment
of flow issuing from a two-dimensional- incompressible turbulent jet to
an adjacent inclined flat plate. Levin and Manion combined the effects
of offset distance and vertical wall incidence and derived a set of para-
metric equations to solve for the attachment distance at a given offset
distance arid deflection angle. Subsequently, Perry extended the control
volume model to account for inaccuracies in defining a base pressure.
As part of a general investigation of the Coanda effect, the work of
Levin and Manion has been expanded herein to encompass concave and
convex surfaces of arbitrary planform. Two methods are outlined for
determining the attachment distance for these additional planforms. On
the concave wall, agreement averaged within 20$ of the experimental data
for the range of spread parameters used, and agreement between the two
methods as outlined for this surface averaged within 12$. The two
methods agree within 10$ on the convex wall, and agree within 15$ and
12$ respectively with the convex wall experimental data, in the range of
values of spread parameter used. The planar wall data agree within an
average of 12$ of theoretical solutions.
The hysteresis of flow attachment is viewed with particular attention
focused on the intermediate region in which the flow divides and one
portion attaches to the wall, while the remaining portion acts as if
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D distance from attachment wall to the side of the
nozzle (ft)
J jet momentum flux per unit depth (lbf/ft)
Q volume flow (ftVsec)
Q volume flow at the nozzle exit (ft /sec)
Qrp total volume at a distance s from the nozzle exit
1 (ftVsec)
R radius of a theoretical circular arc described
by the jet centerline (ft)
s arbitrary distance along the jet centerline from
the nozzle exit (ft)
s distance from the hypothetical (apparent) origin
of the jet to the nozzle exit (ft)
t dimensionless parameter from Goertler's equation
for jet velocity profile
u jet stream velocity (fps)
u jet stream velocity at the centerline (fps)
u uniform jet stream velocity at the nozzle exit (fps)
w nozzle width (ft)
y' distance from the jet centerline to an arbitrary
point measured on a line normal to the centerline (ft)
y distance from the jet centerline that passes through
the attachment point to the jet centerline measured
on a line normal to the centerline (ft)
x distance from the attachment point to the offset
vertical wall measured along the vertical wall (ft)
a angle between the jet centerline and the vertical
wall (rad or deg)
6 angle between the jet centerline and the vertical
wall (rad or deg)

p density of the fluid (lbm/ft 3 )
a dimensionless spread parameter for a free jet
g 32.2 lbm-ft/sec-lbf
C pressure coefficient at the vertical wall surface
p
s
x distance measured along the vertical wall surface
from the jet exit (ft)
L vertical wall length (ft)
NR Reynold's number
p stagnation pressure of the fluid supplied to the
° jet "(lbf/ft")
pR static pressure of the fluid within the recirculationb bubble- (lbf/ft 2 )
p static pressure of the fluid medium surrounding
the jet (lbf/ft 2 )
CO
2
p static pressure at the wall surface (lbf/ft )
s
a radius of curvature of the vertical wall (ft)
(j) arbitrary angle (rad or deg)
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In 1932 with the establishment of a French patent Henri
Coanda became the first to explore the effect of streamline
curvature on the deflection of free jets over curved sur-
faces. Coanda' s attention focused primarily on the appli-
cations of the effect rather than its detailed understanding,
Lighthill, Metral and Zenner, and Yen proposed potential
theories for two-dimensional incompressible jets flowing
around various shapes with the surrounding fluid at rest
[1], Newman [1] extended these theories to predict the
attachment point of the jet flow and its final separation
from the surface, for a cylinder and a planar wall. The
only perturbation was variation of the vertical wall de-
flection angle. Borque then teamed with Newman [2] to
extend these studies to include offset of the vertical wall
from the jet. Levin and Manion [3] furthered the work of
Borque and Newman "to develop a more general set of expres-
sions for attachment distance as a function of both vertical
wall offset and deflection angle. This study seeks to
verify the efforts of Levin and Manion 'and extend it to
smoothly curved, concave, and convex surfaces of arbitrary
planform.
A. PLANAR WALL
For the planar wall case, Levin and Manion developed a
set of expressions from which the attachment distance, for
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a given vertical wall offset and angular deflection, could
be obtained. This set of expressions was based on the
following assumptions.
a. The jet flow is incompressible and two-dimensional
.
b. Jet velocity is uniform at the nozzle exit.
c. The jet velocity is independent of the reduced
pressure in the separation bubble.
d. The pressure within the separation bubble is uniform.
e. Jet momentum flux is conserved, i.e. drag losses
due to channel constraining plates are neglected.
f. The centerline of the jet is a circular arc of
radius R.
g. The nozzle width is small compared with R and the
attachment wall length is long- compared with the
jet width.
h. The jet exhibits turbulent flow after emerging from
the nozzle, i.e., the Reynolds number is high.
i. Changes in the jet structure due to centrifugal
force of curvature are negligible,
j. c is a floating constant, which accounts for
variation of entrainment due to jet curvature.
[Figure (1) illustrates this model.]
Assumptions (g) and (h) stem from previous work by
Newman [1] and Newman and Borque [2], In performing a
dimensional analysis of the two types of flow, inclined
vertical wall without offset and offset vertical wall
without deflection, Newman determined that for the former
12

case the nondimensional surface pressure at any distance















where w is the jet width, a is the vertical wall deflection
angle, L is the vertical wall length, and NR is the
Reynold's number.




| = f{D/W,L/W,NRe )
where D is the vertical wall offset distance.












for the offset wall without deflection.
To develop expressions involving the solution of a
vertical wall with both offset and deflection angle Levin
and Manion defined a dimensionless parameter t such that
t e tanh (
s
a/ s ) (1)
o
where a is the dimensionless spread parameter for a free
turbulent jet streamline that passes through the attachment
point to the jet centerline, measured on a line normal to
the centerline, s is the distance downstream along the jet
centerline from the nozzle exit, and s is the distance
' o
from the hypothetical (apparent) origin of the jet to the
nozzle exit. From this definition they derived an expression









From a force analysis about the attachment point, an
expression for the angle at which the attaching streamline
intercepts the wall is obtained (Appendix A)
:
3 t 3




cos G = p- + r- t - -jj~ (control volume (4)
model
)
Further analysis of the geometry of flow attachment
(Appendix A) leads to the desired expressions for D/W, X/W
3 C 8 + a) ,2 cos a 2
X^W = ( o/ Q ? \ (\ -])(sina+sinG) - ^g-h
t 3t sin G
(6)
- Cg + 2 ] sin a}
Values for t are found for a range of G between zero and
ninety degrees. When no deflection of' the wall occurs
(a = 0) or no offset is used (D/W = 0), the equations reduce
to those of Borque [2].
B. THE CONVEX WALL
Newman [1] performed a dimensional analysis for a
circular cylinder, similar to that for the planar wall.
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Prom it he deduced that the non-dimensional surface pressure
coefficient is given by
C = f{e,-7-\-> r> >p ' a ( x ) ' Re
*s
where a is the radius of the circular cylinder and is the
angle between the jet exit and the point of interest on the
cylinder's surface, with vertex at the center of the cylin-
der. At some distance from the jet exit the flow no longer
depends on the supply pressure and jet width separately,
but on their product.
Therefore
C
p ^ " f{9 > NRe>
*s
if a suitable zero is chosen for 0; then for large enough
Re




Applying the similar arguments to the separation angle
6 = f{ND }sep Re
Adapting this to a convex vertical wall with a changing





where a(x) can be an average radius of curvature over finite
segments in the case of an arbitrary planform or a function
for a particular planform. Performing a dimensional analysi:
on the flow
W ~ f{a >aTxT'W' NRe }
at some distance from the jet exit the flow no longer
depends on the attachment distance and jet width separately
but on their product.
W T" " f{a > W> NRe }
if L is sufficiently large and NR sufficiently high, then
as in the planar wall case,
X a(x)
_ r>i \
In the case of an offset vertical wall, without deflection
I f{D/W > L/W > 5T7P NRe }
and applying similar arguments as in the previous case,
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Z. §_L2Ll = f{D/v;)
w w
mvwj
Previous investigations reveal that for a convex surface,
skin friction is reduced and the displacement thickness is
increased as compared with first order solutions [6]. This
implies that a surface with convex curvature encourages
separation. This would also suggest that a convex surface
tested under the same conditions of offset and deflection
angle as a planar surface would cause flow separation at
a lower deflection angle. Additionally, for a given deflec-
tion angle and offset, the convex wall will exhibit a longer
reattachment distance, due to curvature. The magnitude
of this additional distance may be approximated by the
following method v/ith the following assumptions, which are v
in addition to those specified in the planar wall section:
a. The radius of curvature of the wall is large
compared with the radius of curvature of the
reattaching streamline.
b. The radius of curvature of the convex wall is
constant over the range of possible reattachment
distances.
For the coordinate system given in the illustration
below, the equation of the planar wall is represented by
Y = constant (7)
18

For the region of constant radius of curvature the
equation of the convex wall is
2 2 2
X + Y = R (8)
Solving for Y in the convex wall equation
Y = (R2 - X2 ) k
the approximate magnitude of the divergence of the convex
wall is found by solving the equations of Levin and Manion
for a planar wall at a given offset and angular deflection.
The value of X/W obtained is then used to solve Equation (9)
in nondimensional form. This value when subtracted from
Equation (7) gives the desired divergence. Prom this point




a. The point of reattachment on the convex wall is the
same as that experienced by a planar wall at an
increased deflection angle and attachment angle.
This new deflection angle is equal to the sum of
a, the actual deflection angle, and the apparent
additional deflection angle due to the wall curva-




where s is equal to the magnitude of the wall diver-
gence and r is the value of X/W for the planar wall
at the actual deflection angle. The new attachment
angle is found by using the new value of deflection
angle and resolving the equations of Levin and Manion
with an iterative scheme at the constant value of
offset distance. Once the attachment angle is found,
the attachment distance equation may be solved.
b. The expanded illustration of the reattachment point
shows the geometric relationships between the two
walls. The arc length GAP is approximately a straight
line as is arc GBF, being small compared to the radius
of curvature of the convex wall. Using the relation-
ships of the geometry of attachment, the angle with




GB = tan 6
from similar triangle relationships
and
GB
sin e = -GT
GA -
sin 6 sin 6 tan
GF *£ GA^ sin 6 tan 6
CG is obtained as in the first method. The sum of X/W
at the actual deflection angle and GF yields the new X/W
value.
C. CONCAVE WALL
The concave wall permits a similar approach as for the
convex wall, except that for this type of surface the skin
friction is increased
,
and the displacement thickness is
decreased as compared with first order solutions. This
implies that the concave wall would tend to delay separation
as compared with a planar wall tested at similar offset
distances and deflection angles. Applying similar arguments
as for the convex wall and from the illustration below the
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concave wall will behave as a planar wall at a lesser angle
of incidence. The same assumptions and methods for the
convex wall are applicable to the concave surface.
a. The value of X/W divergence, and angular difference
are obtained as in the previous sections. The new
deflection angle is the difference between the actual
deflection angle, a, and the additional apparent de-
flection angle. This new value of a is then used to
resolve the equations of Levin and Manion for X/W
as was done for the convex wall.
b. GF for the concave wall is found as was done for
.
the convex wall. The new value of X/W is equal to
the difference between X/W at the angle a and GF.
22

II. TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE
The apparatus shown in Figures (4), (5), (6) was designed
to produce a two-dimensional, subsonic free air jet of ve-
locity up to 151 feet per second, flowing over a vertical
wall. The vertical wall attached to the jet exit was a
rectangular section of 0.10 inch thick plexiglass, 69 inches
in length, and reinforced with vertical ribs at 15-inch
intervals. The wall was flexible axially in order to form
a planar, concave, or convex surface.
The vertical wall was attached to the jet exit with a
hinge, mounted flush with the jet exit. A 4.75 inch wide
by 11-inch high plate extended normal and to the side of the
jet exit to provide attachment of the vertical wall at offset
distances up to 2.5 inches from the edge of the jet exit,
in 0.5 inch increments. To contain the flow laterally as
it left the jet when deflecting the various walls, two 3*125
inch wide by 5 .75 inch long stainless steel plates were
attached to the jet exit, extending into the channels. The
plates were strong enough that no observed fluttering
occurred to disturb the flow downstream, and thin enough
that the flow from the jet was not degraded.
The lateral wall channels for the planar set up were
made from 0.25 inch plexiglass. They were attached by
lengthwise supports from behind the vertical wall to impose
rigidity. The convex and concave channel walls were made
23

from 0.35 inch plywood with a planform depicted in Figure (7).
The channels walls were supported by segmented blocks,
contoured to a specific region of the vertical wall. The
end of the vertical wall was attached to a castered stand
which facilitated angular deflections of the wall.
Static pressure parts were located along the vertical
wall as indicated in Figures 8(a) and 8(b). The pressure
taps were 1 mm diameter metal tubing, inserted into 3/8 inch
diameter pieces of plexiglass and glued into position.
The holes in the wall were drilled through the tubing and
plexiglass mounts after a 24 hour drying period. Making
the holes in this manner allowed for pressure measurement
without a large protuberance into the flow.
To record the wall static pressure, the static pressure
ports were connected with 1/16-inch Tygon pressure tubing
to a forty-eight tube, inclined water manometer bank.
Pressure readings within 0.01 inches were possible from
the manometer bank.
The jet exit itself was a square 2.62 inches on a side.
This was later adapted to a half-jet width by the insertion
of a piece of tapered pine wood as shown in Figure (9).
The jet was powered by a Wagner Electric, 3 phase, 60 cycle
motor attached to an impellar-type blower with a 5000 cubic
foot per minute capacity. A flow constriction device, see
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) was constructed and attached to the
side of the blower unit to permit variation of mass flow
rate (Reynold's Number). No reduction of the flow was
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observed between the unmodified blower and the modified
blower with the constriction device fully opened.
A flow shaper was attached to the blower exit. The
shaper was connected to a chamber assembly in which two
fine-mesh wire screens were placed on either side of a 6.0
inch by 6.0 inch piece of 1/8 inch honey-combed aluminum.
These functioned as flow straighteners. The jet was reduced
to its exit dimensions through a tapered design, affixed to
the chamber section, see Figure (5). The chamber/jet
assembly was mounted on castered steel supports. This
allowed freedom to break open a portion of the chamber/jet
and make any desired modifications without disassembling
the entire apparatus.
To identify regions of separation and reattachment, two-
dimensional tufts were made of paper 3/16 inches wide by
6/16 inches long. These were folded back and forth at the
half-length to form a flexible hinge. They were placed 1/2
inch above and below the centerline of the channel, i.e. the
extended centerline of the jet. The point of reattachment
was identified as the point on both sides of which the v
tufts flapped in opposite directions.
To measure angular displacement, a ninety degree section
of 3/16 inch, hard pressed fiberboard, eight inches wide with
an outside radius of curvature of ^2 inches was utilized.
Marks were inscribed at one degree intervals with five
degree groupings. A pointer made of 0.25 inch dowling was
attached to the wall and the tip colored, affording accurate
25

angular readings within 0.3 to 0.5 degrees. Movement of
the board was precluded by taping it to the floor with rnylar
tape
.
Flow rate and Reynold's number were indicated by a
pitot tube connected to a water-filled, u-tube manometer.
The pitot probe was mounted as shown in Figure (11). Readings
were accomplished by sliding the probe across the flow from
the stationary tripod stand. Lateral position of the probe
in the channel was determined using a ruler mounted so as
to move simultaneously with the probe. Probe position
could be extablished within 0.03 to 0.05 inches.
Prior to commencing a run or sequence of runs the equip-
ment was positioned, the manometer bank checked for level
readings, a static zero reading taken and tubing was checked
for integrity. Position of the angular deflection board
was checked and a Reynold's Number check was performed.
Free jet flow rates were taken. From the Reynold's number
data taken, three were selected and utilized throughout the
experimental phase. For the half-jet study only the lowest
Reynold's number was used.
After recording the free jet flow rate readings at each
Reynold's number, the wall was returned to zero degrees
deflection and the flow rate taken ^9-3 inches downstream
for each wall. The point selected was well downstream of
any reattachment points and such that the static pressure
was very near ambient pressure. This provided a basis for
study of flow rate reduction in the angular deflection for
26

a given offset, as well as flow rate reduction with offset
for a given deflection angle. At zero offset the gap between
the wall and the jet edge affected the static pressure and
attachment point. For this setting, masking tape was placed
over the aperture at the initial separation angle. The tape
was smoothed to preclude flow disturbance, and checked for
smoothness at each angle change. Tape was not deemed
necessary at offsets due to the assumption of uniform pres-
sure within the recirculation region. The particular de-
flection angles used were not chosen but obtained deflecting
the vertical wall until a noticeable change (2-k inches)
in attachment point occurred. The pitot probe, with the
static line disconnected, was repositioned to the same
relative position in the flow as it had been at zero deflec-
tion to measure the maximum flow rate. Static pressure
readings were recorded when the shape of the surface pressure
profile changed. Reattachment point and flow measurements
were recorded and the process repeated until the flow would
fully separate from the wall. At this time a hysteresis
study was performed to determine the minimum angle at which \
the flow would reattach and the maximum angle for which the
flow would remain attached. Two runs were made for each
offset if the reattachment point and flow rate data at
the same deflection angles agreed within 0.25 inches. If
they did not, an additional run was made. The deflection
angle board was repositioned for each offset.
27

Upon completion of runs for the full jet a half-jet
study of attachment distance and flow rate reduction was
conducted at the lowest Reynold's number, following the
same procedure for each wall type.
28

III. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. PLANAR WALL
The equations of Levin arid Manion were solved on the
IBM 360, using a FORTRAN program (Appendix B). The values
of attachment distance against offset distance at constant
incidence angles were plotted using a program similar to
that appearing in Appendix C. Figures 12, 13, 1^ depict
the results. The spread parameter, a, increases with offset
distance and deflection angle for the range of offset (D/V/)
values 0.0 to 0.9^> using the attachment point model (Equa-
tion 11, Appendix A) for values of c from 7.7 to 15. The
results are within 12$ of the theoretical values, for the
range of spread parameter used.
Variation of X/W with offset distance for constant angles
of incidence is presented in Figure 18. For a given value
of D/W, X/W increases with incidence angle (see Figure 20),
due to the increase in size of the recirculation bubble.
At a limiting angle, the flow splits and the bubble size
decreases, decreasing X/W. As D/W is increased, the plot
of X/W against a becomes more linear (Figure 20). This may
be explained in part by the increase in ability of the re-
circulation zone to become fully established sooner with
increased D/W. At zero D/W a much higher incidence angle is
necessary to cause flow separation and reattachment because
the recirculation zone is not established sufficiently. As
29

the wall is offset the zone becomes established and becomes
more nearly uniform in pressure within the bubble.
Figure 2H shows the decrease in flow rate (m/m ) with
offset due to incidence angle. Each offset exhibits a
similar curve which pivots downward from right to left. As
the recirculation bubble increases, the rate of flov; re-
turning to the wall decreases, being slowed by the quiescent
local medium. The reduction of flow rate with D/W at constant
a is shown in Figure 22. These values fluctuate about a
mean value for each angle, except at the higher angles and
offset combinations, such as D greater than 2.0 inches and
a greater than 30 degrees where flov/ split has occurred.
Theoretical values were also obtained and plotted for
the half-jet. The data were treated in the same manner to
exhibit similarities and differences, and are shown in
Figures 15, 16, 17. Increased values of a (15 and greater)
were found' to dominate.
Variations such as examined for the full jet case were
repeated and are shown in Figures 19, 21, 23 and 25. These
variations display results very similar to those of the full
jet, but exhibit more stability. This may be due in part
to the apparent increase in wall length, since L/W, as shown
in the dimensional analysis, can affect the reattachment




Theoretical calculations for the convex wall were made
using the IBM 360. The FORTRAN program utilized appears in
Appendix B. The values of the planar wall solution were
computed as before. Then, for the convex wall shape, Method
one was first used to compute X/W by solving for the diver-
gence and the new value of a, and then iterating on t, the
dimensionless parameter, to find the new value of X/W at
the same value of D/W as for the planar wall. X/W from
Method two was computed and both methods plotted for various
values of a with the experimental data, (Figures 26, 27 } and
28). As the deflection angle and offset distance were
increased the value of a increased as with the planar wall.
The two methods agree within 12$ of one another and within
15$ of the experimental data, for previously specified
values of a.
Plots similar to those for the planar wall were made
for the convex wall, Figures 32 to 39- This planform con-
tinues to exhibit a hyperbolic plot of X/W against a for the
range of D/W used, as opposed to the tendency toward linearity
on the planar wall with increasing offset. This is due pri-
marily to the curvature of the wall away from the flow,
which forces the flow itself to curve. This increased
curvature increases the value of 0, the attachment angle,
promoting a lower magnitude of a at separation than for a
planar wall at the same offset.
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Data for the half-jet agree within 3% of full-jet
results. Figures 29, 30, and 31 are theoretical and
experimental data for the half-jet. Agreement within 12$
is evidenced for the values of a in the range 7.7 to 15.
C. CONCAVE WALL
The methods used for the convex wall were also applied
to the concave wall. Though the two methods used show good
agreement between themselves, within 12$, they achieve only
fair results, within 20$, at the previously established
values of a, Figures 4 to ^5. This may be due to enhance-
ment of the flow through an anti-curvature effect. Instead
of increasing and aiding the curvature of the flow as for
the convex wall, or having little effect on the flow curva-
ture as for a long, planar wall, the concave wall tends to
straighten the flow, as it approaches the wall surface,
thereby decreasing 6 and yielding higher values of a for
which the flow will separate than does a planar wall at
the same D/W and a.
Figures 46 to 53 are similar plots as for the planar
and convex walls, for both full- and half-jet configurations.
For both of these cases the plots of flow rate vs. deflection
angle (Figures 52 and 53) reveal a compactness not seen in
the previous two cases of planar and convex walls. Over
the range of offset distances, the spread in flow rate is
reduced. The separation bubble is allowed to form in this
case, and due to the wall curvature toward the jet, the
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bubble is aided in forming, but this anti-flow curvature
also tends to preserve the flow rate as neither of the
previous walls did.
D. PLANAR, CONCAVE, AND CONVEX COMPARISONS
Figures 5^ through 8l display various comparison plots
of the behavior of planar, concave and convex walls for
full- and half-jet configurations. They are divided into
several subsections as presented below:
(a) Figures 5^ through 6l depict attachment distance
against offset distance for full- and half-jet
setups, at constant a. For both cases, at a of
degrees, the walls are very close in behavior but
portray independent behavior at higher angles
which is preserved as the angle is changed.
(b) Figures 62 through 73 show the change in reattachment
distance with deflection angle for the same value
of offset (D/W). The order of presentation is the
full-jet • then half-jet plot, in alternating order.
Though the value of D/W is different, except at 0.0,
for each jet width, the value of D is the same.
Thus as in Figures 63 and 69 the offset distance
D of 0.5 inches corresponds to a value of D/W of
0.18 for the full jet, and O.36 for the half-jet




(c) Figures 74 through 8l are plots of flow rate (m/ifi )
against offset distance for constant deflection
angles. Again both full- and half-jet data are
grouped to show similar and dissimilar tendencies.
In previous presentations of flow rate (m/m ) , m
represented the flow rate at zero degrees deflection,
measured at a given distance downstream as specified
in the discussion of experimental procedure. In
this case m refers to the flow issuing from the
o e
5free jet at a Reynold's Number of 2.05 x 10 .
E. SURFACE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
Figures 82 through 88 present surface pressure coefficient
data as follows
:
(a) Figures 82, 83, and 84 give surface pressure coeffi-
cient variation against wall position downstream,
x_/W, for planar, convex, and concave walls re-
spectively, at constant values of deflection angle
and varied values of offset distance. Similarities
are discernible, such as the high-peaked curve
prior to separation at low values of a and no offset
(D/W = 0), and the long flat region of the recircu-
lation bubble after separation. The step in these
plots near the jet exit indicates the slight effect
of the crevice where the wall/jet interface occurs.
(b) Figures 85, 86, and 87 are similar to those in (a)
above except that D/W is held constant and a is
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varied. The plots are again similar for the differ-
ent wall shapes and similar to the plots in (a),
(c) Figure 88 presents a comparison of the planar,
concave, and convex planforms. The tendency at
higher angles of deflection is to exhibit this
similar pattern of curves, especially after the
flow divides.
F. DIVISION OF FLOW AND HYSTERESIS
Figures 85, 86, and 87 demonstrate the reduction of
pressure within the separation bubble as the size of the
bubble increases. For a given offset distance (D/W) a value
of a exists for which flow division and hysteresis occur.
Newman [1] presents a plot of wall length to slot width
against a and describes three regions; one in which the jet
flow is attached, one in which the jet flow is both attached
and separated, and a region of total separation. This is
experimentally verified and does depend on the way the flow
is initiated. If the flow is initially detached the attaching
portion of the flow will reattach at a lower value of a than
that at which the flow will separate if originally attached.
The amount of decreased ranged from 1.5 degrees at Reynold's
Number of 1.475 x 10 to 0.5 degrees at Reynolds Number
2.05 x 10 5 .
The limiting value of a and X/W are displayed in the
peaking of the plots of X/W against a as previously mentioned.
Bourque and Newman [2] find this limiting point at which
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flow division occurs to exist at about 0.7L. For the model
in this investigation this value ranged from O.36L to 0.^7L
for the different planforms and a full jet width of 2.62
inches. For the half-jet the width of the range increased,
as would be expected from 0.17L to 0.39 L, while the actual
magnitudes decreased. This is due to the increase in
apparent wall length. The ranges given are valid over the
values of D/W and a investigated for each wall type. The
reduction in the limiting value for flow division is due to
increased values of Reynold's Number (approximately two
orders of magnitude) and the resulting increase in turbu-
lence. Additionally, the lower value of the ranges results
from the convex wall and the higher value stems from the
concave wall.
The decrease in positive surface pressure coefficient
in the recirculation bubble beyond the critical value of
X/L produces a reduction in X/W. This reduction shows the
predominance of pressure reduction over downstream flow rate.
G. CONTROL VOLUME MODEL
All previous theoretical data discussed have been computed
using the attachment model. Substitution of Equation (14)
vice Equation (11) from Appendix A into the equations of
Levin and Manion yield solutions for the control volume
model. Despite the espousal of the control volume model by
Levin and Manion, no advantage was gained through using this
model for the planar wall and concave wall cases. The
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convex wall solutions were greatly degraded. A probable
cause for this is the lov; range of offset distances used in
this investigation. The effect of the recirculation bubble
exists but, as evidenced by the experimental results, its
affect at small offset distance is reduced such that for
the planar and concave walls either model will suffice, and
for the convex wall the attachment model is valid. Because
of this the control volume model results are not displayed
and it's use is mentioned to provide completeness.
H. JET VELOCITY PROFILES
Velocity profiles were taken for the half-jet configura-
tion using the pitot probe in Figure 11. Plots of the re-
sults are presented in Figures 89 to 9^. These plots were
made using the FORTRAN program in Appendix E. As the
distance downstream of the jet exit is increased, the
velocity profile transforms from nearly rectangular (Figure
89) to the shape described by the equation
u/v = sech n,
where r\ = Y/EX, as presented by Sawyer [7l> Figures 93 5 9^.
E is the entrainment factor defined by the non-dimensionalized
equation
EeI^- / udY=-U dx a





The experimental results support the methods proposed
for the treatment of the concave and convex wall shapes. The
high degree of agreement between the two methods for these
planforms suggests adoption of the second method as a first
approximation. The obvious factor affecting the theoretical
results is the value of a used. Again, experimental results
confirm the assumption thata is a floating constant. Though
Levin and Manion espouse the control volume model because
it accounts for the effect of bubble pressure, the attachment
point model has been found to agree well with published
values of a and no advantage was gained in using the control
volume model for the range of offset distances used. The
modification to half-jet width yields close agreement with
the unmodified or full-jet results as was expected.
The region of both attached and detached flow invites
further investigation. Each wall, within this region of
flow, exhibited the same surface pressure profile. The
only change in the profile was its reduction in size. No
variation in general shape occurs, implying an apparent




V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The actual effect of the recirculation bubble during
initiation, growth, and apparent shrinkage in the region of
divided flow invites further investigation using a hot wire.
From such a study contour plots of the bubble pressure could
be used to examine the accuracy of assuming a uniform pres-
sure in this region, and to discern when this assumption is
valid and when it is not valid. For those areas where it
is not valid an estimate of its effect on the flow charac-
teristics might be obtained.
Determination of the reattachment point could also be
assisted by using a pitot probe inclined in the direction
of flow and used to determine the null position of total
dynamic pressure along the surface of the vertical wall.
A check against the visual attachment distance provided
by the tufts would thus be achieved.
Modifications to the theory of Bourque [^], Bourque
and Newman [2] and Levin and Manion [3] were made by Perry
[4] and [5]. These references were discovered late in




DERIVATION OF LEVIN AMD MAMION EQUATIONS
The jet stream velocity, u, as a function of the dis-
tance s the jet has traveled, the distance y from the jet
centerline, and the jet centerline velocity u are given
by Goertler
u = u sech 2 ( Q/' -) (1)
o s + s
o
3 J a g %
O
4 p(s + s ) J
where J is the jet momentum flux.
The attaching streamline defines a line of constant
volume flow. It lies at a distance W/2 from the jet center-
line at the nozzle exit, and a distance y from the centerline
at a distance s downstream of the nozzle. The fluid is
two dimensional and incompressible by assumption; therefore
one-half of the jet volume flow is
y
Q/2 = / u dy
To solve for s , one half of the volume flov; Q n /2 at
o d.
the nozzle exit is set equal to one half the volume flow




Q /2 = Q/2 or u f = / u dy (2)e ^
Q
where w is the nozzle width and u is the velocity at the
e J
nozzle exit. Substituting (1) into (2), integrating, noting
that tanh (0) = 0, and simplifying
J( s + s )g %
1
_ ,
° V tanh(^4-u £ « [# si—S] anh( " -Y ) (3)e2 4 o a s + s
o
the expression for half the volume flow at the nozzle exit.
The jet momentum flux at the nozzle exit is
p U
2 W






) k a v
[ n sl_] tanh( ? y ) = 1L W o s + s
t is then defined as
t e tanh (
^ g ) (4)
o
, . 2 , a y v. W o
= tanh (——-
—
) = -X-?—- Ns+s 3(s + s )
which is the equation of the streamline.
Integrating (2), after substitution, between and























Substituting (6) into (5) yields





To obtain an expression for the attachment angle 6 in
terms of t the following procedure is utilized:
from the above illustration
J.. - Jp = J cos (8)




Using the Goertler Equation (1), integrating and substituting
the value of t from (4)
J
2
= / p u
2 dy = )j-(3t - t 3 )
y




- ^(3 - 1) - J(3t - t 3 )






y 2 ° 2 y 2
J-, = / p u dy = / p u dy+ / p u dy
"*
_oo _oo o










J, = p + / pu dy1
*
Proceeding as with Jp
J
x
- | + |(3t - t 3 ) (10)
Substituting (9) and (10) into Equation (8) and solving






The control volume model also yields an expression for





The force equation states that the momentum flux
returned to the low pressure region p R balances the pressure
difference times the area normal to the wall. This can
be stated
J cos a - J n = (p - pK )(D + -~) cos a (11)1 °° D d
where
A A
cos a = = ^ tt and cos 6 = 5-
n - U — W n
therefore
R . _JL_ = D + w
cos a 2
substituting for cos
R (l - 9°±A) = D + I
cos a 2
Ap is approximately pj therefore
j cos „ . j = (J )R(1 . ££|JL) o S a
or
'1





2j = cos e (13)
J
l
substituting -y- in (10)
3
cos 6 = | + |t - j (1*1)
If s is the distance from the nozzle exit to the
attachment point (illustration)
s = R(6 + a) (15)






R/W = 3(6° a) ( TT " X) (16)
also
Wv
A = (R - D - =) cos a = R cos
T) R






w " 3(6 + a) ( 7? - 1) ^ 1 -
1/
cos q * i
cos a 2 (17)





- (R - D - -) sin a






A - A -. t A/j " Aq
combining these
Y i (R - D - 3-) sin a R
ft = n
~ ** + § sin e - .. y. Q (18)WW W W sin 6
substituting (6) into (4) and solving for y
y = ^L tanh" 1 t (19)
3tJ
putting (16) and (19) into (18)
X a , 1 t\/. . j fl \ tanh t
W
=
3(6 + a) ( I? " 1)(sin a + Sln G) " -TT-
/D . In .
- (g + j) sin a
3t sin 6
(20)
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Figure 1. Flow Model for Planar Wall
Recirculation
Bubble Attaching Streamline




Figure 3. Flow Model for Convex Wall
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Figure h. Planar Wall
Figure 5. Concave Wall
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Figure 6. Convex Wall
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Figure 9. Half-jet Modification
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Figure 12. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for
Planar Wall at 15 Degrees Incidence for
Theoretical and Experimental Data, Jet width
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Figure 13- Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for
Planar Wall at 20 Degrees Incidence for
Theoretical and Experimental Data, Jet Width







Figure 14. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for
Planar Wall at 25 Degrees Incidence for
Theoretical and Experimental Values, Jet Width




Figure 15. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Planar V/all at 15 Degrees Incidence for
Theoretical and Experimental Data, Jet Width








Figure 16. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for ;
Planar Wall at 20 Degrees Incidence for
Theoretical and Experimental Data, Jet Width








Figure 17. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Planar Wall at 25 Degrees Incidence for
Theoretical and Experimental Data, Jet Width




Figure 18. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for
Planar Wall, Re = 2.05 x 105, Constant Deflection
Angles of 15, 20, 25, and 30 Degrees and Jet
Width of 2.62 inches. .
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XFigure 19. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for
Planar Wall, Re = 1.^75 x 105 Constant Deflection






Figure 20. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Various Offset Distances, Jet Width 2.62 inches,




Figure 21. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Various Offset Distances, Jet Width of ^





Figure 22. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Planar Wall
at Constant Deflection Angles, Jet Width of





Figure 23. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Planar Wall
at Constant Deflection Angles, Jet Width of
1.31 inches, Re = 1.475 x 105,
a = 15, 20, 25, 30 degrees.
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Figure 2 4. Flow Rate vs. Deflection Angle at Various
Offset Distances for Planar Wall,
Re = 2.05 x 105 } j e t Width of 2.62 Inches,





Figure 25 Flow Rate vs. Deflection Angle at Various
Offset Distances, for Planar Wall,
Re = 1.475 x 105, Jet Width of 1.31 Inches,
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Figure 26. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Convex Wall at 15 Degrees Incidence using
Methods One(l) and Two (2) and Comparing
With Experimental Data, Jet Width 2.62 inches,









Figure 27. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Convex V/all at 20 Degrees Incidence using
Methods One(l) and Two (2) and Comparing with
Experimental Data, Jet Width 2.62 inches,
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Figure 28 Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Convex Wall at 25 Degrees Incidence using
Methods One(l) and Two (2) and Comparing with
Experimental Data, Jet Width 2.62 inches,






Figure 29. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Convex Wall at 15 Degrees Incidence using
Methods One(l) and Two(2) and Comparing with
Experimental Data, Jet Width 1.31,
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Figure 30. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Convex Wall at 20 Degrees Incidence uisng
Methods One(l) and Two (2), and Comparing with
Experimental Data, Jet V/idth 1.31,
Re = 1.475 x 105, Q = 7-7, 12, 15.
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Figure 31. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Convex Wall, at 25 Degrees Incidence using
Methods One(l) and Two (2), and Comparing with
Experimental data, Jet Width 1.31»




Figure 32 Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for
Convex Wall, Re = 2.05 x 1CP, Constant Deflection
Angles, and Jet Width of 2.62 inches,





Figure 33 Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for
Convex Wall, Re = 1.^75 x 1CP, Consant Deflection
Angles, and Jet Width of 1.31 inches,








Figure 3*1. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Various Offset Distances, Jet Width of 2.62
inches, Convex Wall, Re = 2.05 x 105,






Figure 35. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Jet Width of I.31 inches, Convex Wall,
Re = 1.475 x 1CP, d/W of 00, 01, 02, 03, OH , 05
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Figure 36. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Convex Wall
at Constant Deflection Angles, Jet Width = 2.62
inches, Re = 2.05 x 10 5





Figure 37. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Convex Wall
at Constant Deflection Angles, Jet Width =1.31




Figure 38. Flow Rate vs. Deflection Angle at Various
Offset Distances for Convex Wall,
Re = 2.05 x 105, Jet Width 2.62 inches,






Figure 39 Flow Rate vs. Deflection Angle at Various
Offset Distances for Convex Wall,
Re = 14.75 x 105, Jet Width of 1.31 inches,
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Figure 40. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Concave Wall at 15 Degrees Incidence using
Methods One(l) and Two (2) and Comparing with
Experimental Data, Jet Width 2.62 inches
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Figure 41. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Concave Wall at 20 Degrees Incidence using
Methods One(l) and Two (2) and Comparing with
Experimental Data, Jet V/idth 2.62",









Figure 42. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Concave V/all at 25 Degrees Incidence Using
Methods One(l) and Two (2) and Comparing With
Experimental Data, Jet ' Width 2.62 Inches,
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Figure 43. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Concave Wall at 15 Degrees Incidence Using
Methods One(l) and Two (2) and Comparing With
Experimental Data, Jet Width of 1.31 inches,








Figure 44. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Concave Wall at 20 Degrees Incidence Using
Methods One(l) and Two (2) and Comparing With
Experimental Data, Jet Width of 1.31 inches,
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Figure *I5. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for a
Concave Wall at 25 Degrees Incidence, Using
Methods One(l) and Two(2) and Comparing With
Experimental Data, Jet Width 1.31 Inches,
Re = 1.475 x 105, a = 7.7, 12, 15.
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XFigure k6. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for
Concave Wall, Re = 2.05 x 105, Constant
Deflection Angles, and Jet Width of 2.62 Inches,




Figure ^7 Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance for
Concave Wall, Re » 1.475 x 1(P, Constant
Deflection Angles, and Jet Width of 1.31 inches,




Figure M8 Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle
Various Offset Distances, Jet Width of 2
Concave Wall, Re = 2.05 x 1(P,





XFigure 49. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle
for Jet Width of I.31 Inches, Concave Wall,





Figure 50. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Concave Wall
at Constant Deflection Angles,
Jet Width of 2.62 Inches,










Figure 51. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Concave Wall
at Constant Deflection Angles
Jet Width of 1.31 Inches,
Re = 1
. 475 x 1CP, a = 15, 20, 25, 30.
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Figure 52. Flow Rate vs. Deflection Angle at Various
Offset Distances for Concave Wall,
Re = 2.05 x 105, Jet Width of 2.62 Inches
D/W of 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05.
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aFigure 53. Flow Rate vs. Deflection Angle at Various
Offset Distances for Concave Wall
Re = 1.^75 x 1CK, Jet Width of 1.31 Inches,
D/W of 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05.
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Figure 5*1. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance at
Degrees Deflection for Planar, Concave, and
Convex Walls. Jet Width 2.62 Inches.




Figure 55. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance at
15 Degrees V/all Deflection for Planar, Concave,
and Convex Walls, Jet Width 2.62 Inches,




Figure 56. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance at
20 Degrees Wall Deflection for Planar, Concave,
and Convex Walls, Jet Width of 2.62 Inches,




Figure 57. Attachment Distance vs. Offset at 25 Degrees
Wall Deflection for Planar, Concave, and
Convex Wall, Jet Width of 2.62 Inches,
Re = 2.05 x 105.
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XFigure 58. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance at
Degrees Wall Deflection for Planar, Concave,
and Convex Walls, Jet Width of 1.31 Inches,
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Figure 59. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance at
15 Degrees Wall Deflection for Planar, Concave,
and Convex Walls, Jet Width 1.31 Inches,




Figure 60. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance at
20 Degrees V/all Deflection for Planar, Concave,
and Convex Walls, Jet Width of 1.31 Inches,




Figure 6l. Attachment Distance vs. Offset Distance at
25 Degrees Wall Deflection for Planar, Concave,
and Convex Walls, Jet Width of 1.31 Inches,




Figure 62. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle
for Jet Width of 2.62 Inches, Planar, Concave,
and Convex Walls, Offset Distance (D/W) of 0.0,







Figure 63. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle
for a Jet Width of 2.62 Inches for Planar,
Concave, and Convex Walls, Offset Distance






Figure 6h Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Jet Width of 2.62 Inches, Planar, Concave, and
Convex Walls, Offset Distance (D/W) of .36,






Figure 65. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Jet Width 2.62 Inches, Planar, Concave, and
Convex Walls, Offset Distance (D/W) of .56,
Re = 2.05 x 105.
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aFigure 66. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Jet Width of 2.62 Inches, Planar, Concave and
Convex Walls, Offset Distance (D/W) of 0.7^,




Figure 67. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle
for Jet Width of 2.62 Inches, Planar, Concave,
and Convex Walls, Offset Distance (D/W) of 0.9^,





Figure 68. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Jet Width of 1.31 Inches for Planar, Concave,
and Convex Walls at Offset Distance (D/W) of 0.0,




Figure 69. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for









Figure 70. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Jet Width of 1.31 Inches, Planar, Concave, and
Convex Walls, Offset Distance (D/W) of 0.7^,
Re = 1.475 x 105.
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aFigure 71 Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Jet Width of 1.31 Inches, Planar, Concave, and
Convex Walls, Offset Distance (D/W) of 1.12,






Figure 72. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Jet Width of 1.31 Inches, Planar, Concave, and
Convex Walls, Offset Distance (D/W) of 1.48,






Figure 73. Attachment Distance vs. Deflection Angle for
Jet Width of 1.31 Inches, Planar, Concave, and
Convex Walls, Offset Distance (D/W) of 1.88,










Figure 74. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Planar,
Concave, and Convex Walls, at Degrees
Deflection Angle, Jet Width of 2.62 Inches,




Figure 75. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Planar,
Concave, and Convex Walls, at 15 Degrees
Deflection Angle, Jet Width of 2.62 Inches,
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Figure 76. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance
Concave, and Convex Walls, at
Deflection Angle,










Figure 77. Flov/ Rate vs. Offset Distance for Planar,
Concave, and Convex Walls, at 25 Degrees
Deflection Angle, Jet Width of 2.62 Inches,








Figure 78. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Planar,
Concave, and Convex Walls, at Degrees
Deflection Angle, Jet Width of 1.31 Inches,







Figure 79. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Planar,
Concave, and Convex Walls at 15 Degrees
Deflection Angle, Jet Width 1.31 Inches,







Figure 80. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Planar,
Concave, and Convex Walls at 20 Degrees
Deflection Angle, Jet Width of 1.31 Inches,




Figure 81. Flow Rate vs. Offset Distance for Planar,
Concave, and Convex Walls at 25 Degrees
Deflection Angle, Jet Width of 1.31 Inches,
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Figure 82. Surface Pressure Coefficient vs. Wall Position
for Planar Wall at 15 Degrees Deflection Angle,
for Various Offset Distances, Re = 2.05 x 10 5
,








Figure 83. Surface Pressure Coefficient vs. Wall Position
for Convex Wall at 28 Degrees Deflection Angle,
for Various Offset Distances, Re = 2.05 x 105,




Figure 8M. Surface Pressure Coefficient vs. Wall Position
for Concave Wall at 25 Degrees Deflection Angle,
for Various Offset Distances, Re = 2.05 x 10^,







Figure 85. Surface Pressure Coefficient vs. Wall Position
for Planar Wall at Various Deflection Angles
and Offset Distance (D/W) of 0.0, Jet Width of
2.62 Inches, Re = 2.05 x 105,





Figure 86. Surface Pressure Coefficient vs. Wall Position
for Convex Wall at Various Deflection Angles
and Offset Distance (D/W) of 0.0
,
Jet Width of
2.62 Inches, Re = 2.05 x 105,











Figure 87. Surface Pressure Coefficient vs. Wall Position
for Concave Wall at Various Deflection Angles
and Offset Distance (D/W) of 0.18,
Jet Width of 2.62 Inches, Re = 2.05 x 105,
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Figure 89. Velocity Profile at 0.5 Inches Downstream





Figure 90. Velocity Profile at 1.31 Inches (1 Jet Width)
Downstream of Jet Exit for Jet Width of 1.31 Inches
153
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Figure 91. Velocity Profile at 2.62 Inches (2 Jet Widths)
Downstream of Jet Exit for Jet Width




Figure 92. Velocity Profile at 5.24 Inches (4 Jet Widths)




Figure 93- Velocity Profile at 7.86 Inches (6 Jet Widths)
Downstream of Jet Exit for Jet Width




Figure 94. Velocity Profile at 9-58 Inches Downstream
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Bourque and Newman presented an extensive paper analyzing the
separate effects of deflection angle and offset distance on the
reattachment of flow issuing from a two-dimensional incompressible
turbulent jet to an adjacent inclined flat plate. Levin and Manion
combined the effects of offset distance and vertical wall incidence
and derived a set of parametric equations to solve for the attachment
distance at a given offset distance and deflection angle. Subsequently
Perry extended the control volume model to account for inaccuracies in
defining a base pressure. As part of a general investigation of the
Coanda effect, the work of Levin and Manion has been expanded herein
to encompass concave and convex surfaces of arbitrary planform. Two
methods are outlined for determining the attachment distance for
these additional planforms. On the concave wall, agreement averaged
within 20% of the experimental data for the range of spread
parameters used, and agreement between the two methods as outlined for
this surface averaged within 12%. The two methods agree within 10%
on the convex wall, and agree within 15% and 12% respectively with
the convex wall experimental data, in the range of values of spread
parameter used. The planar wall data agree within an average of 12%
of theoretical solutions.
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